An unacceptable status quo: A sport development case study of swimming and drownings
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ABSTRACT

This case study illustrates the complexity of sport development decision-making and specifically highlights the public health concern of drowning disparities in the United States. Using sport development research to demonstrate the linkage between empirical study and practice, students must consider various factors for the most effective approach to attract and retain participants involved in a local swimming program. The parks and recreation department director, Bob Shell, is tasked with determining the best program structure based on the sets of sport development proposals he received from a member of the management staff. To further ensure students are presented with a realistic scenario, this case offers a combination of fictional and real life events from an innovative swimming program in Memphis, Tennessee. Students must critically evaluate not only sport development practices and the merits of the swimming program, but other organizational partnerships that may be formed in the community. Therefore, students are placed in a decision-making role that is common to managers in many sport contexts beyond swimming. This case study is appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate sport management courses, with specific application to sport development, policy and governance, strategic management, and recreation or leisure topics.

© 2015 Sport Management Association of Australia and New Zealand. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Teaching note

Sport development decisions can affect sport participation in both positive and negative ways, whether those decisions are made by a government, sport governing body, or sport managers operating a program. Selecting an effective sport development strategy can have a profound impact on the growth and sustainability of a sport. This case study provides a realistic scenario for students to critically evaluate the merits of different sport development proposals and make informed decisions about program structure and partnership formation. By doing so, students gain valuable insights into the decision-making process in the sport management field. The case also highlights the importance of considering public health concerns, such as drowning, when developing sport programs to ensure they are safe and beneficial for participants. This comprehensive approach enhances students' understanding of sport management principles and prepares them for real-world decision-making situations. 
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development approach often requires the consideration of multiple, and sometimes conflicting, factors and stakeholder
groups. Interacting with the sociocultural context, such decisions may impact opportunities for individuals to experience the
possible benefits of sport participation. Sport development programs can also help diversify the participants in an activity
and contribute to the equitable provision of participation opportunities that may not have been available to segments of the
population previously (Green, 2008; Taylor, Floyd, Whitt-Glover, & Brooks, 2007). This has been particularly true for the
sport of swimming in the United States (USA).

Amidst evidence of significant racial disparities in drowning fatalities and the ability to swim, some communities in the
USA (e.g., Cincinnati, Ohio; Charleston, South Carolina; Detroit, Michigan; Novato, California) have formulated and
implemented innovative swimming programs specifically designed to teach this life skill to the disadvantaged segments of
the local populations. In order to fulfill this purpose, it is critical that program leaders incorporate emerging sport
development principles in the attraction and retention of the participants. In many cases, it is difficult for a single entity to
effectively address such a social challenge on its own, which often requires the coordination of multiple organizations within
a community. Such collaborations between sport and non-sport entities are also more likely to be sustainable (Green, 2008).
As opposed to one-time events, sustainable community programs have a greater potential to significantly contribute to the
development of the local population (Skinner, Zakus, & Cowell, 2008). Against the backdrop of complicated sociopolitical
environments and vital public needs that must be addressed, this case study is designed to illustrate the complexity of sport
development decision making at the local level and the considerations for attracting and retaining the participants meant to
be served by community sport programs.

Bob Shell is the director of the parks and recreation department in Memphis, Tennessee, one of the 25 largest cities in the
USA that must create its own swimming program. After recent tragedies in Memphis, Bob is tasked with designing a program
that will help alleviate the problem of drowning and teach more non-White residents how to swim. To help him in this
endeavor, Bob selects one of his senior managers, Brenda, to conduct research and generate viable approaches that will
address this social challenge. Brenda must offer the most effective solutions to recruit participants for swimming and then
keep them involved in the Memphis program. While several alternatives may exist, the case presents a set of proposals that
would shape the new swimming program, Memphis Swims Now.

This case study is appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate sport management courses, with specific application
to sport development, policy and governance, strategic management, and recreation or leisure topics. The application of
sport development frameworks offered by Sotiriadou, Shilbury, and Quick (2008) demonstrates to students how empirical
research can inform the practical challenges that sport managers and policymakers recurrently face from an organizational
perspective. While the case has a specific context of community sport programs in the USA, it presents challenges that are
countered in a variety of settings worldwide, such as competitive sport (Fraser-Thomas, Cote, & Deakin, 2008; MacPhail &
Kirk, 2006), elite sport (Green, 2005; Stevenson, 1990), and community sport elsewhere (Green, 2008; Hartmann, 2003;
Skinner et al., 2008). This case offers students the opportunity to critically evaluate different courses of action and then select
the best sport development approach for the local community. Although the individuals presented are fictional and some
realities have been altered, the case utilizes facts and data from the actual Memphis swimming program. Thus, students are
provided a realistic scenario to contemplate the most appropriate solution to the presented situation and are tasked with
managing similar issues that were recently deliberated by policymakers.

1. A guide from sport development

Sport development primarily focuses on understanding the factors that facilitate sport participation and the most
effective methods to promote the opportunities and benefits of participation (Shilbury, Sotiriadou, & Green, 2008). It is now
common for governments, sport governing bodies, and other policymaking sources worldwide to consider sport
development options in order to achieve broader policy goals. This can be seen in the two central branches of sport
development. One branch is the development of sport, which has often been depicted in pyramid models of sport
development. In such models, policymakers and sport managers focus on increasing the number of sport participants shown
at the bottom of the pyramid, which serves as a foundation from which to develop participants’ talent and channel them up
toward elite levels of competition, represented at the top of the pyramid (Green, 2005). The desired outcomes of this branch
include enhanced economic benefits from a healthier population and a larger pool to select talented athletes for elite
competition, which may generate prestige and pride among the population. As Shilbury et al. noted, even though the vast
majority of sport participants will never reach the top level of the pyramid as elite athletes, increasing the number of participants encourages a lifelong involvement in the sport through the spectating of sport events and purchasing
equipment or memberships for recreational participation. In order for the development of sport to be effective, decisions will
have to be made on how to attract participants to try the sport and then retain them to facilitate regular participation
opportunities. As Sotiriadou et al. (2008) explained, these sport development processes are interrelated, and will
significantly influence individual experiences in sport and how effectively a program meets its objectives.

The other sport development branch is development through sport. Development through sport uses sport participation
as a means to contribute toward individual and societal progress (Lytras & Peachey, 2011). Globally, sport managers have
attempted to use this branch of sport development to address challenges in various community settings, such as the social
diversion of underrepresented groups, intergroup exchanges and conflict resolution, academic achievement, and the
promotion of healthier lifestyles (Chalip, 2006; Green, 2008; Hartmann, 2003; Skinner et al., 2008). In an Australian context,
Light (2010) highlighted the social development possible through swimming programs. As Shilbury et al. (2008) explained, while having different focuses, the two branches of sport development are not entirely separate from each other. In order for policymakers and sport managers to alleviate a social problem through sport participation, they will need to deliberate the best methods to attract and retain program participants.

Attraction, which may also be labeled as recruitment, entrance, or introduction, refers to the ways individuals begin playing a particular sport (Green, 2005; Sotiriadou et al., 2008). Given the myriad of choices available in most communities for how to use discretionary time, empirical research has revealed several significant factors for why an individual may select a particular sport over other options. The support of valued social influences is often an important encouragement to become a sport participant (Fraser-Thomas et al., 2008). Significant social influences vary for each person, but examples include parents, siblings, spouses, friends, and coaches. Next, the potential for new or stronger relationships is often critical to both potential participants and even their social influences (Green, 2005). Sotiriadou, Wicker, and Quick (2014) noted that the social aspects of sport participation may often be overlooked by program leaders, who instead focus on promoting the sport itself. While seemingly obvious, accessible opportunities to play the sport are crucial to participants selecting sport over other uses of their time (Fraser-Thomas, Cote, & Deakin, 2005). If the sport can only be played in a location where safety is a concern or long travel is required, the participant is less likely to be recruited into that sport (Gillard & Witt, 2008). Furthermore, a prospective participant needs to perceive opportunities to experience the enjoyable aspects of the sport. For example, some youth athletic programs have been shown to provide little opportunities to play the sport due to participants standing around waiting for their turn to get involved (Bergeron, 2007; Leek et al., 2011). In such contexts, there was an inadequate level of staffing in relation to the number of participants, or an overemphasis on winning resulted in excessive amounts of time spent discussing game strategies rather than simply playing the sport.

The successful attraction of participants into a sport then facilitates the retention process (Sotiriadou et al., 2008). Retention refers to an individual moving from mere sampling of a sport to a committed, regular participant. Given high rates of inactivity and withdrawal from sport (Butcher, Lindner, & Johns, 2002), attraction by itself is inadequate to ensure permanent participation. In order to continue a sport, participants must value the benefits possible through their involvement in the activity, and those values must be constantly emphasized and experienced while in a program (Green, 2005). In various contexts, the benefits of social interaction, skill development, hedonic rewards, positive relationships with coaches, and play have consistently appealed to sport participants of diverse backgrounds (Berg, Warner, & Das, 2015; Chalip, Schwab, & Dustin, 2010; Gillard & Witt, 2008; Green, 2008; Wankel, 1997). As Green (2005) further highlighted, since motivations for sport involvement are different for each individual, programs must emphasize multiple benefits from participation in order to enhance the likelihood of retaining a larger portion of participants. If this is practiced, participants are less likely to be drawn away from the sport into other activities. As part of retention, it is also critical that sport managers understand the socialization taking place, in which the individual confirms his or her identity with the program. This is why highlighting skill development, continued affirmation from important social influences, rewards and recognition for exceptional attendance and effort, team social functions, and mentoring are some of the activities that need to be intentionally structured into the program (Fraser-Thomas et al., 2005, 2008; Gillard & Witt, 2008; MacPhail & Kirk, 2006; Sotiriadou et al., 2014; Wankel, 1997). If applied, the participants’ identity with the sport program will be enhanced and their retention more likely.

While the abovementioned sport development principles are relevant to participants worldwide, this case study specifically focuses on Blacks in the United States and the historical challenges of attracting and retaining them to the sport of swimming. Therefore, additional considerations need to be taken into account for sport programs attempting to attract and retain underrepresented segments of the population. It is fundamentally critical to avoid placing blame on the underprivileged group and recognize that social, cultural, economic, and environmental inequalities often significantly contribute to low participation rates (Taylor & Toohey, 1999; Taylor et al., 2007). Initially, attraction may be challenging if cultural roles or expectations create the common perception that only certain racial groups participate in a sport or limit an individual’s ability to find friends willing to try the activity (Schwartz & Corkery, 2011). These considerations may also eventually impact retention efforts.

In addition to universal benefits sought through sport participation, disadvantaged groups may commonly pursue other benefits distinct from the rest of the population. For instance, Stodolska, Sharailevska, Tainsky, and Ryan (2014) observed that given the higher prevalence of single-parent Black families in the United States, some Black youth may be particularly attracted to sport as a means to meet their need for bonds with positive roles models (e.g., coaches, mentors). Instead of concerns regarding crime causing some individuals to not participate in sport programs, Stodolska et al. also found that safety was among the most important motivations for minority youth beginning and committing to regular participation. Safety may not simply pertain to a fear of crime, but also a desire for predictable routines that are free from uncertainty and protect underprivileged participants against the allure to deviant behavior, which sport programs can provide (Fuller, Percy, Bruening, & Cotrufo, 2013). As Pharr and Lough (2014) noted, while Blacks may traditionally participate more in some sports, program leaders should not narrowly restrict the activities offered given that Blacks often enjoy continued participation in sports that are novel to them, which Fuller et al. also found. Overall, sport leaders must demonstrate intentionality and flexibility in how they structure a culturally relevant program and then attract and retain underrepresented participants for that program (Olushola, Floyd Jones, Dixon, & Green, 2013).
2. The disparities in swimming

As the third leading cause of unintentional death worldwide, drowning results in more than 372,000 fatalities per year around the globe (World Health Organization [WHO], 2014). Research has revealed a variety of risk factors that collectively lead to an increase in drowning rates globally, including demographic characteristics (e.g., younger individuals, male gendered, ethnic minority status), extent of education and supervision (e.g., swimming competence, lower socioeconomic status, children left alone around water), likelihood of natural disasters (e.g., hurricane, tsunami), and more frequent use of or reliance on water transportation (e.g., sport and recreation, water travel) (Brenner et al., 2009; WHO, 2014; Yang, Nong, Li, Feng, & Lo, 2007). While international figures are believed to be substantially underestimated, drowning fatalities are much more likely to occur in low- and middle-income countries (Peden & McGee, 2003). In Bangladesh, for example, drowning accounts for 43% of the deaths among children aged one to four years (WHO, 2014). However, even in many affluent countries, drowning is a public health concern. It has been noted in many developed countries (e.g., Australia, Germany, New Zealand, United Kingdom, Canada) that the easy access to water, the promotion of aquatic recreation, and the high numbers of immigrants relocating from countries without a culture of water safety have all increased the risk of drowning (International Life Saving Federation [ILSF], 2007).

Amidst this global concern, total drowning deaths each year are among the highest in the USA when compared to other developed countries. For example, in 2010, there were 3782 drowning deaths in the USA, or approximately 10 such deaths per day (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2013). Importantly, drowning is a common cause of death for children aged one to 19 years, and serving as the second leading cause of death for children aged one to four years (CDC, 2012). Furthermore, there continues to be noticeable racial disparities in drownings each year, with Blacks significantly more likely to drown than other groups in the USA. For instance, Black children ages five to 14 are three times more likely to fatally drown than White children in the same age range (Laosee, Gilchrist, & Rudd, 2012).

There is consistent historical evidence in the USA regarding constraints toward swimming for disadvantaged populations. Wiltse (2007) verified that access to swimming, as sport or recreation, was denied to underrepresented groups during the early 20th century. As discriminatory practices became common in many parts of the USA, this racial barrier continued to block disenfranchised children from learning to swim (Wiltse, 2012). Disadvantaged children in this era and ensuing years were instructed directly, and indirectly, to believe that water was treacherous and to avoid any chance of experiencing this hazard (Irwin, Ross, Irwin, & Martin, 2010; Ross, Irwin, Irwin, Martin, & Ryan, 2014). This unfailing call to steer clear of pools and other bodies of water formed a cultural norm that currently persists. While other ethnic groups now have lower drowning rates than Whites, Blacks continue to experience a statistically significant higher rate of drowning than the rest of the population (Laosee et al., 2012).

Along with significantly lower swimming participation rates, racial minority populations have been shown to possess a lower ability to swim (Irwin, Irwin, Ryan, & Drayer, 2009). In the USA, Irwin, Irwin, Martin, and Ross (2010) reported that there were five significant variables that impact a child’s swimming inability: fear of drowning/injury, lack of parent/caregiver encouragement, personal appearance issues, financial shortcomings, and facility access problems. The first factor, fear of drowning/injury, was by far the most significant. The Black participants in the study reported a significantly higher fear of drowning than the White participants. Further, the Hispanic participants, along with the Black participants, also reported a significantly higher fear of injury from swimming than the White participants. Children who received parental or family support were more skilled swimmers, less worried about injury or drowning, more likely to enjoy swimming, and desired to swim more often, which supports what has been found elsewhere in the sport development literature. Furthermore, 25.4% of the study participants (n = 1909) who self-reported that they could not swim at all and 50.9% who could swim slightly in the shallow end only stated that they would likely swim during the upcoming summer five or more times a month. This finding is alarming as these ability groups are in danger of fatal and non-fatal drowning incidents (Brenner et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2007).

While focused on racial disparities in swimming ability in the USA, this case study is relevant to other national contexts where such problems are of annual concern (ILSF, 2007; WHO, 2014). Unlike participation in many other sport activities, the potential for fatal harm as a result of swimming inability should elicit increased attention from sport managers. According to Branche and Stewart (2001), approximately 85% of deaths and injuries due to drowning could be eliminated if better prevention efforts were in place. Recent programs in New Zealand, Australia, Bangladesh, China, Thailand, Vietnam, and the USA have demonstrated that teaching children swimming skills can reduce drownings (Moran & Wilcox, 2013; WHO, 2014). Consequently, there is a need to formulate and implement strategies that address the social problems highlighted in this case study.

3. The necessity of collaborations

Public aquatic facilities are frequently employed as sites that underrepresented groups use when seeking qualified swimming instruction or the opportunity to develop basic swimming competencies. However, many municipalities have either closed leisure facilities, such as pools, or reduced the number of aquatic opportunities due to budget constraints in an uncertain economic climate (Popke, 2011; Sanders, 2013). This has placed a greater demand on private or non-profit swimming organizations (e.g., Young Men’s Christian Association [YMCA]) that service underprivileged populations to take on this duty. Yet, such segments of the population may not be able to access these activity programs (cf. Taylor et al., 2007).
which has likely contributed to the concerning rate of drownings previously mentioned. This has led to public-private collaborations as a new policy solution (Pisano & Callahan, 2013), which occurred in Memphis with a multiparty alliance involving government, sport, and other community organizations.

Community partnerships involving public and private stakeholders can merge existing funding and facilities to allow for costly undertakings to be possible, such as pool maintenance and personnel to staff the facilities. Such partnerships can thrive since they often operate with fewer restraints imposed by government bureaucracy and traditional sport program structures (Skinner et al., 2008). While cross-sector partnerships need to be detailed in agreement and responsibility from the outset, resulting sport programs can be more effective when tailored to local interests and led by sport or recreation professionals (Casey, Payne, & Eime, 2009). If motivation and commitment are present in the partnerships, a greater amount of human capital, such as expertise, skills, or time, may also be available (Vail, 2007). For swimming, public-private collaboration could help to not only enhance swimming ability, but to also decrease fatal and nonfatal drowning incidents.

4. The reality in Memphis

Two Black adolescent boys tragically drowned on May 31, 2008 separately in City of Memphis pools. Viewing the city government’s emergency decisions as ineffective for allowing continued involvement in swimming or addressing racial disparities in swimming ability, a community partnership formed and initiated the Splash Mid-South (SMS) program. Members of the partnership included aquatics professionals from public and private recreation organizations (e.g., City of Memphis Park Services, YMCA), child safety advocates (e.g., American Red Cross, Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital, 100 Black Men of Memphis), university researchers in Memphis, and the parents association of a local USA Swimming competitive club team. Donations were collected from the cross-sector partnership and the first SMS program commenced during the winter of 2009. As some SMS leaders implemented the six-week program at the pool facility, the remaining members of the partnership worked elsewhere to evaluate the effectiveness of the program, solicit additional resources through grant writing and fundraising, and secure more facilities and volunteers in anticipation of SMS expanding (Irwin & Irwin, 2012).

A publicly available and underutilized indoor pool facility in north Memphis was selected for the program site. The pool facility, operated by the local government, was ideal since it had Black lifeguards and swimming instructors on staff who wanted to be a part of the innovative program and could relate to the young Black participants. To effectively structure the pilot program, SMS leaders needed to decide how to attract and retain participants. During recruitment, many parents refused to enroll their children in the SMS program when approached by a local faith-based organization due to a persistent fear of drowning or injury. After that setback, one of the SMS program champions secured agreement from parents of the youth in her afterschool program, which was located near the selected pool facility and consistently involved in the Black community. This champion also provided transportation services to ensure the Black youth could access the program and participate without interruption.

With regard to retention, the positive relationships with the swimming coaches and experienced skill development were two of the most commonly cited reasons why participants remained in the program (Irwin & Irwin, 2012). Participants received tailored instruction based on the swimming ability displayed during the first lesson. The youth also stated that encouragement from their social influences motivated them to continue in the program. SMS leaders offered swimming gear (e.g., swim suits, goggles) to further bolster participants’ identity with the program. Given the novelty of the program and well-known community organizations involved, SMS soon attracted local media coverage that countered the reporting following the double drowning. For a small number of SMS participants who desired for transition to competitive swimming, a team was formed the following year. Within two years, this team, composed of many Black youth who had participated in SMS, would win a Memphis city championship and placed fifth at the National Black Heritage Swim Meet (Irwin & Irwin, 2012). In subsequent years, SMS expanded to additional pool facilities in Memphis and has taught over 5000 underrepresented children to swim since its inception in 2009.

This case study not only presents students with a significant social issue, but also requires them to simultaneously consider both branches of sport development. These considerations are not confined to the sport of swimming. Most sports can be used as tools for community development and continue to be confronted by the challenges of attraction and retention. The proposed ideas also capture the tension encountered by policymakers in regards to an elite sport or mass participation influence when selecting a course of action. Neither set of proposals is flawless. Therefore, students could be divided in favoring one approach over the other, which may stimulate additional sport development discussions among the class. Further, while students must critically evaluate their decision by considering the realities of the Memphis program, this case has additional value due to the global relevance of swimming inability and drownings. Many communities worldwide will likely need to formulate and implement similar sport development plans in the near future.

5. Discussion questions and exercises

The information given to students in this case study offers an opportunity to contemplate the realistically complex factors that public and private organizations face when attempting to use sport as a policy tool and address critical social issues, such as drowning disparities among the population. Amidst numerous and sometimes competing perspectives for the best sport development approaches, the following questions could guide discussion in the classroom or online. The questions
could also facilitate group assignments for determining how to attract and retain participants to specific swimming programs primarily meant to address drowning disparities in communities:

(1) In Memphis, explain why it was important to encourage swimming for Blacks. In your location, discuss who are the underrepresented groups and how similar is the issue of swimming participation/drownings. Identify the benefits (or potential benefits) of a community partnership offering a swimming program that addresses disparities in swimming ability among segments of the population.

(2) Discuss how do we break down the cultural and social barriers for underrepresented groups to participate in swimming.

(3) Explain which sport development choices you believe are best for Bob Shell to select.

(4) Beyond the sport development choices offered, devise another strategy that Bob Shell could feasibly recommend to the mayor.

(5) Looking up websites in your community or region, analyze what publicly offered opportunities are available to assist targeted groups with learning how to swim. Evaluate what local, private organizations offer low-cost swimming programs to assist those same groups.

(6) If you were to design a swimming program to attract and retain underrepresented groups in your community, justify how you would do it.
   (a) Prepare two columns to list the activities that you would provide for each sport development process.
   (b) Discuss what partnerships would be required if you were to develop a swimming program for the underrepresented group that you have chosen.

(7) Online databases operated by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (such as the WONDER online database¹ and the WISQARS online database²) are frequently utilized by policymakers and public health professionals to research various issues. In either database, be sure to select “unintentional” and “drowning” when prompted to specify the intent and mechanism of the injury. Not only can users select which state they want to examine, but they can also select options to breakdown the statistics by race, age, gender, and years. Utilizing either database, complete the following tasks to investigate the latest drowning trends in the USA. For students outside the USA, you may also find a similar database in your country if one is available and explore more local drowning trends.
   a. Select your state and/or any other state in the USA.
   b. After specifying that you want to see the last five years of the latest available information, analyze the trends for total number of drownings in your selected state. Explain the trend for the USA as a whole country.
   c. Looking at the statistical information by race, discuss the differences or trends for drownings among different racial groups in your selected state.
   d. Explore the differences or trends for drownings between genders and/or age groups.
   e. Based on the data you have examined, discuss the potential barriers in your selected state for affected groups learning how to swim. Identify methods to address those barriers.
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An unacceptable status quo: A sport development case study of swimming and drownings

Case study

Bob Shell had served as the director of the parks and recreation department in Memphis, Tennessee for the past 20 years. He was proud of the fact that his department had been able to navigate different challenges each year and still help people benefit from participation in various physical activities, including the popular sport programs that were utilized by more people than any other offering. Such participation was vital since the local government in Memphis, which is one of the 25 largest cities in the USA, was annually confronted with numerous social challenges, including various issues related to the health of its citizens (Goggans, 2012). Bob had effective working relationships with the mayor, his boss, and the city council, which approved the budgetary allocation his department received each year. Despite his comfort level dealing with new challenges and city politics in Memphis, Bob felt a sense of urgency unlike any he had ever known. Three months prior, two Black adolescent boys drowned within a few hours of each other in separate public pools operated by the parks and recreation department. The tragedy of the double drowning, which occurred on the first day the city pools were opened for the summer, drew widespread media attention and created a fervent call for a solution to a preventable and deadly problem (Irwin & Irwin, 2012).

On one of the darkest days of his career, Bob took immediate action even though he was unsure if his decisions were the correct solution. The day after the double drownings, he ordered all municipal pools closed for approximately five weeks. The department began hiring additional lifeguards and requiring supplementary intensive lifeguard training at all pool sites. Due to these additional costs, which were unexpected expenditures, operating hours were reduced for all public pools (Irwin & Irwin, 2012). Also, pool cards, or photo identification registration cards, were required for any child intending to swim at a city pool. The pool cards were free of charge, but could only be obtained at a few public libraries that had the capabilities to generate a photo identification card. The parents or caregivers registering their child for a pool card had to confirm that they would supervise the child while swimming, that the child was physically able to swim, and that the child would obey the rules and regulations of that facility (Maki, 2008). These new safety rules and regulations resulted in additional obstacles to inner city children seeking swimming opportunities. Upon closing the city pool facilities for the first five weeks of the hot summer months, swimming became a forgotten pastime for many families. Once the pools were reopened, as Irwin and Irwin discussed, the reduced hours, the challenges of actually acquiring the pool cards, and the requirement for a caregiver to stay with the child resulted in greater difficulty for many families to use the city pools. Participation numbers at pool facilities in Memphis dropped significantly during this time.

Bob was summoned to meet with the mayor the following week. The mayor informed him that the parks and recreation department must pilot the effort to show the city government’s leadership to prevent drownings and ensure that mostly empty public pools would not be the new norm in Memphis. Being direct, the mayor ordered Bob to be as creative as possible to assure evident progress was made on this issue. In six weeks, the mayor wanted to meet with Bob once again and be briefed on the department’s approach. Bob immediately called an emergency meeting with his entire management staff and informed them of the critical decisions they would have to make as a department. During the meeting, Bob selected Brenda, one of his most experienced senior staff members, to research the problems associated with swimming and drownings. After several weeks to research the issue, Bob wanted her to generate the most effective solutions for how to increase interest in swimming and help individuals become more committed participants to enhance their swimming ability. After he listened to Brenda’s ideas, Bob would select the best strategy and then present it to the mayor. If the mayor approved the new swimming program, Memphis Swims Now (MSN), it would then be announced and implemented immediately. MSN would offer its first swimming program to 20-25 youth twice a week for eight straight weeks. Faculty from universities in Memphis volunteered to evaluate the program for areas to improve. Once those improvements were completed, MSN would then be slowly expanded to accommodate more Memphis youth.3

1. Addressing an overlooked problem

After weeks of research, Brenda reconvened with Bob to share her results. Bob was made aware of how the double drowning represented a far larger problem than he realized. A public health concern in both developed and less developed countries, drowning served as the third leading cause of unintentional death worldwide, resulting in more than 372,000 annual fatalities around the globe (World Health Organization [WHO], 2014). Research had revealed a variety of risk factors that collectively lead to an increase in drowning rates, including demographic characteristics (e.g., younger individuals, male gendered, ethnic minority status), extent of education and supervision (e.g., swimming competence, lower socioeconomic status, children left alone around water), likelihood of natural disasters (e.g., hurricane, tsunami), and more frequent use of or reliance on water transportation (e.g., sport and recreation, water travel) (Brenner et al., 2009; WHO, 2014). Even in many

3 Information about the actual swimming program in Memphis, including its current status, can be found at the following link: http://splashmidsouth.org/.
affluent countries (e.g., Australia, Germany, New Zealand, United Kingdom, Canada), the increased risk of drowning often stems from the easy access to water, the promotion of aquatic recreation, and the high numbers of immigrants relocating from countries without a culture of water safety (International Life Saving Federation [ILSF], 2007).

As the meeting continued, Brenda explained that the inability to swim and drownings were relevant problems needing solutions in the USA. For example, approximately 10 people died each day from drowning, with Blacks significantly more likely to drown than the rest of the population (Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, 2013; Laosee, Gilchrist, & Rudd, 2012). Blacks and Hispanics in the USA also indicated a much higher fear of swimming or injuries from swimming than Whites (Irwin, Irwin, Martin, & Ross, 2010; Irwin, Irwin, Ryan, & Drayer, 2009). These findings were particularly relevant for the Memphis community given that within the city limits a majority of residents were Black and the Hispanic population continued to grow. Bob was alarmed at how extensive these problems were and that he had not learned of these issues earlier in his career. As a result of this information, Brenda recommended that initially the MSN program should focus on teaching Black youth how to swim.

Memphis would need a more detailed and intentional approach than Brenda had anticipated. Her research revealed the importance that recruitment and retention strategies played in sport participation programs designed to address a social challenge. The MSN program would have to be about much more than the mere provision of swimming opportunities if it was meant to teach Black youth how to swim and reduce the likelihood of drownings in Memphis. As Vail (2007) explained, it is often at the community level that “learn to” programs are offered and residents can experience the benefits of participating in a sport. In order to attract and retain Black residents in Memphis, the selected approach would have to be intentionally structured and culturally relevant to its targeted participants (Olushola, Floyd Jones, Dixon, & Green, 2013). After conducting her research, Brenda formulated two sets of proposals for how the MSN program would be structured. This enabled her to present multiple ideas that would then allow Bob to select the best proposals to meet the long-term vision of the program. Each set of proposals presented different approaches for how to attract participants into the MSN program and retain them as regular participants to develop their swimming ability.

2. Attracting new swimmers

2.1. Proposal one

Historically, in the USA, non-White citizens have had less access to quality physical activity opportunities due to various social, cultural, economic, and environmental barriers (Taylor, Floyd, Whitt-Glover, & Brooks, 2007). For recruitment, Brenda focused more on how to structure the MSN program to ensure that it was attractive and accessible to the new participants. The program would use the newest public pool facility in the community, located on the far west side of the city in downtown Memphis. As an indoor facility, this would be an attractive location for new participants to experience swimming for the first time and understand what elite swimmers often used to develop their swimming skills (Sotiriadou, Shilbury, & Quick, 2008). Accessibility is an important consideration when selecting the site of a sport program (Fraser-Thomas, Cote, & Deakin, 2005). Since there were many public buses that traveled through downtown Memphis, Black youth across the city would be able to reach the program site even if their parents or guardians could not bring them. Given the many well-known attractions in downtown, it was also one of the most secured areas of the city to safeguard the local tourism industry.

The parks and recreation department did not have a large staff of swimming instructors, particularly those with experience, and would have to work with other organizations in Memphis to supply critical resources, such as human capital. Brenda secured volunteer agreements from coaches of local competitive club teams to teach the new swimmers. The coaches would serve as instructors of the MSN program for one week and then a new set of coaches would take over the following week. This would ensure wider community involvement in the program and reduce the likelihood of volunteers withdrawing their expertise due to over commitment. Even though the coaches were mostly White, the opportunity to learn under highly technical coaches would be attractive and make it more realistic for participants to envision excelling in the sport. It would also allow the participants to meet different coaches each week. Several swimming club programs operated in Memphis and their coaching staffs expressed interest in working with the parks and recreation department since it would allow them an opportunity to increase membership in their recreational programs once individuals completed the MSN program.

Initially, attracting Black participants could be challenging since cultural roles or expectations can create the common perception that only certain racial groups participate in a sport or limit an individual’s ability to find friends willing to try the activity (Schwartz & Corkery, 2011). There were widespread beliefs among many Black residents in Memphis that they should not participate in swimming or would enjoy long-term benefits from learning basic competencies (Irwin & Irwin, 2012). In marketing the MSN program, accomplished Black swimmers could be used as role models to promote the possibility that MSN participants could not only learn how to swim, but even develop into elite swimmers. While Blacks were considerably underrepresented in competitive swimming despite their evident overrepresentation in other sports (Myers, 2012), role modeling would resonate with many Black youth who may have not ever contemplated swimming as a feasible sport outlet. Role modeling is effective for drawing interest in numerous sport contexts (Irwin, Sutton, & McCarthy, 2008). To feature stories or messages from role models, social media would be primarily used as the promotional medium and increase the likelihood that the targeted youth would hear about the MSN program. Billboards featuring noted Black
swimmers would also be placed in Memphian neighborhoods with a high concentration of Black residents. Interested participants would then be directed to the MSN website to read more information and register for the program.

2.2. Proposal two

Brenda did not have such a competitive or elite swimming influence in the second proposal. Young people would be attracted to the MSN program to learn a basic life skill, no longer be intimidated by aquatic activities, and interact with other youth in a safe social environment. Thus, most youth participants may not be primarily interested in becoming elite swimmers (Shilbury, Sotiriadou, & Green, 2008). Furthermore, instead of concerns regarding crime causing some individuals to not participate in sport programs, safety was among the most important motivations for minority youth beginning and committing to regular participation (Stodolska, Sharaiavksa, Tainsky, & Ryan, 2014). Seeking safety may not simply indicate a desire to avoid crime, but also an aspiration for predictable habits that are free from uncertainty and protect underprivileged participants against the allure to destructive behavior (Fuller, Percy, Bruning, & Cotrufo, 2013). Since there were underrepresented youth across the city, a public pool facility located in the middle of Memphis would be used. A centrally located site would not place constraints on who could travel to the MSN program. Although the facility was much older than the downtown option, it was still an indoor facility located in a mostly safe area of the city that would allow the MSN program to be offered at all times of the year.

Given the urgency in the community caused by the double drownings, several organizations in Memphis expressed interest in addressing the unacceptable status quo. To ensure the youth could travel to the pool facility and participate in all swimming sessions, a local children’s hospital volunteered to pick up and take home those who did not have a consistent means of reliable transportation. This was a valuable contribution from the hospital since the parks and recreation department did not have the means to transport the youth to the pool site. Further, some parents may be hesitant about allowing their children to travel to and from the pool site by themselves or spending a large portion of their day taking the children to and from the program. For program instruction, three Black swimming instructors employed by the parks and recreation department would teach swimming fundamentals to the participants. Having the same swimming coaches each week was crucial to foster supportive relationships between coaches and participants, and to provide a sense of normalcy since the young participants would likely be nervous about learning to swim. It was also beneficial to deploy at least some coaches who were of the same race or ethnic background as the participants (Pharr & Lough, 2014; Schwartz & Corkery, 2011).

In order to locate the new participants, a local faith-based organization, Urban Sport Ministries (USM), offered to team up with the parks and recreation staff and approach parents at its sites since sport participation was a focal point of USM’s operations. While some funds for traditional print and radio advertisements would be needed from the parks and recreation department, word-of-mouth promotion and referrals were particularly persuasive in marketing (Irwin et al., 2008; Sotiriadou, Wicker, and Quick, 2014). Parents or guardians would be more open to the MSN program given their established trust with USM. As the significant social influences, research from other sport contexts showed that parental support can play a critical role in an individual’s willingness to try a new activity (Green, 2005). The success of recruiting participants into the MSN program would be based on the social support or potential relationships that could be formed. For instance, if a child is determining whether to play basketball for the first time, the child may be likely to enter the sport if he or she can see the potential for new or stronger friendships with other children in the program. As Green (2005) noted, the child’s parents, as significant social influences, may also urge participation if they can see the potential for new or stronger relationships for themselves. Since the participants would be attracted from USM, the youth could envision such relationships given that they would already be at least familiar with the other members of the program.

Bob was pleased that Brenda was fully prepared for this meeting and presented some intriguing ideas. However, he also hoped that one set of proposals would clearly emerge as the best option. At this point, Bob recommended taking a break and enjoying lunch together at one of the many well-known Memphis barbeque restaurants. After the break, they would move on to discussing how to keep the Black youth engaged for the entire MSN program once they started.

3. Retaining the participants

3.1. Proposal one

While many people may try a sport activity, research had confirmed that withdrawal or abandonment were common in sport (Butcher, Lindner, & Johns, 2002). Bob and Brenda had also experienced this in their years in the parks and recreation department. Thus, the benefits of the MSN program needed to be intentionally emphasized to the participants (Green, 2005). As a result, the participants would be more likely to value the program and desire to be regularly involved in swimming. Research showed that skill development was particularly important to encourage commitment to a sport activity (Wankel, 1997). To further emphasize skill development, at the halfway point and conclusion of the MSN program, prizes would be awarded to the youth who improved their skills the most according to the parks and recreation staff present at each swim session. Rapid skill development would be feasible for everyone under the tutelage of expert coaches. Several local businesses agreed to support the program by providing the prizes for the swimmers (e.g., gift cards, swimming gear).
Participants would be regularly reminded of the increased energy and sense of improved health obtained through the MSN program. Experiencing such hedonic rewards are appealing to participants in various physical activity settings and may improve the likelihood of increased commitment to the sport (Berg, Warner, & Das, 2015; Chalip, 2006). To ensure that the MSN participants were frequently reminded of how much better they felt and developed socially, mentoring would be a pillar of the MSN program. Even though the same swimming coaches would not be at the pool facility each week under this proposal, all the participants would be assigned to a coach who would encourage continued involvement. The coach would contact their assigned participants, along with their families, each week to answer questions, emphasize their achieved skill development, and remind them of how much healthier they felt. Interactions with an empowering coach who is not seen only as an authority figure often facilitate positive sport experiences that encourage continued participation and social development (Green, 2008). Some of the Black youth in Memphis may come from single-parent families and look to the MSN program as a source of positive role models (e.g., coaches, mentors), which has been found among underrepresented participants in other sport contexts (Stodolska et al., 2014). Mentoring would also allow the swimming coaches to contact youth who had missed a week in the program and offer solutions to help get them back to the program. At the very least, this would allow for adjustments to be made to MSN so that other participants would not be lost due to similar issues (Gillard & Witt, 2008).

3.2 Proposal two

Brenda’s other retention approach emphasized social support and interactions among the participants. The coaches would tailor the program to each swimmer based on individual assessments during the first lesson, which would result in personalized instruction. Recognition was important and an awards celebration at the midway point and conclusion of the program would still be offered. However, the recognition would be based on exceptional attendance and effort displayed, which hopefully each participant would be awarded (Gillard & Witt, 2008). The awards celebration would be an informal party with food and music provided by the parks and recreation department. Family and friends would be asked to attend and hear about the progress each participant had made, which would serve as a source of social reinforcement to continue swimming. Local journalists would also be invited to the awards celebration so that MSN could be profiled and the associations Black residents had with swimming could slowly be transformed in Memphis. While Blacks may traditionally receive recognition and participate more in some sports, program leaders should not narrowly restrict the activities offered given that Blacks often enjoy continued participation in sports that are novel to them (Pharr & Lough, 2014). To facilitate further support from social influences and coverage from the media, a monthly newsletter would be created and distributed through email and hard copy handouts. The newsletter would highlight the history of the MSN program, the skills the participants were taught, the benefits of regular swimming participation, and the coaches who worked with the youth.

Also critical to this retention strategy was established time at each swim session for play. To prevent the sessions from becoming overly planned and the participants growing weary of an excessive amount of rigidly structured swimming drills, unstructured play would be encouraged in the shallow end of the pool. Play encourages continued participation in an activity because it allows expression, creativity, hedonic rewards, and relaxed expectations for performance (Bowers & Green, 2013; Chalip, Schwab, & Dustin, 2010). While coaches would still be present, the youth could freely practice their new swimming skills or participate in random games with other participants. This would result in a greater level of enjoyment and comfort with swimming while fostering stronger friendships among the participants. Furthermore, during each awards celebration, family and friends would be invited to join the participants in the pool for additional time of unstructured play.

4. The final recommendation

Exhausted from the meeting, Bob spent many days processing all the issues that had been raised. He underestimated how challenging it would be to address racial disparities in swimming and prevent drownings. However, during that time the mayor’s office called and scheduled a meeting the following week so that Bob could present his recommendations to the mayor. As Bob sat in his office overlooking the Mississippi River, he reviewed Brenda’s proposals. Bob saw merit in both strategies and knew that either set of ideas would represent some degree of progress compared to what had been done previously in Memphis. Bob was somewhat frustrated that the best proposal was not clear to him, which he hoped for going into the meeting with Brenda. Proposal One clearly had a competitive or elite influence and the possibilities intrigued Bob. Proposal Two was more centered on promoting swimming for swimming itself and Bob questioned if this would appeal to more participants. In different ways, Brenda had solicited contributions from community organizations for each proposal, which was critical to lessen the park and recreation department’s responsibility for the provision of the program. Regardless of which ideas Bob selected, the community partners would be able to contribute resources, expertise, volunteers, and time that the parks and recreation department would be limited in sustainably providing on its own. This offered some relief to Bob in the midst of his stress.

At this point, Bob realized that for this decision and the rest of his career he would likely not be able to generate a perfect solution to every problem the city of Memphis encountered. Bob’s decision was now about selecting the best sport development approach for the parks and recreation department from the ideas Brenda presented. He was unsure which proposal to select. He then contemplated the feasibility and merit of selecting components from both proposals. Bob understood that his final decision on the MSN program would impact the department for many years. More importantly,
because he understood the gravity of drownings and the social inequality in swimming, the quality of life for many Memphis residents was at stake with his decision. It was time to select the department’s sport development plan for MSN and go meet with the mayor.
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